
SCIENCE TEAM  PORTFOLIO 1995-96
Objective: To define position on the adaption of a Science Portfolio to be used on all 
levels of science instruction and to further complement and collaboratively 
coordinate the interdisciplinary strand as typified by the existing curriculum.

Definition: A working documentation of student's skills and talents which reflect self-
awareness, self-evaluation, and communication with their peers and their teacher. It 
is student owned, housed by the science teacher, student managed with teacher 
guidelines, and it will include a student header sheet, rationale for why a piece is 
included in the portfolio. This exhibit of the student's will be carried forward to the 
next school term.

Justification:  
                •Science standards of learning 
                •Real world application
                •Assessment tool for teacher and student
                •Evidence of a student's accomplishments for college placement 

Educational Objectives:
                • Supports a method of assessment that allows students to show their 

strengths, rather than their weaknesses. 
                • Values a variety of learning styles
                • Emphasizes the role of the student as active participants in their own 

education as active scientist.
                • Involves the individual student in the learning process by reflecting 

upon the content and the processes of scientific discovery.
                • Promotes and fosters creativity

Science Portfolio Content:
A. Options across curriculum [Teacher directed]

                1. Exemplary laboratory report
               2. Project Forum research paper/ documentation
                3. Reflective narrative [self-evaluation]
                4. Integrative project
                5. Other

B. Options within individual science course [Student directed]
                1. Tests, competency quizzes, or other graded work
                2. Graphs
                3. Spreadsheet of lab data
                4. Pictures of various charts, drawings, flow charts, diagrams with 

written explanation.
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                5. Article, or Video summary
               6. Problem set
                7. Field trip report
                8. Learning logs, journals
                9. Computer projects  group or individual
                10. Peer assessment
                11. Open ended questions
                12. Comments on the "big ideas" of science
                13. Photographs with explanations
                14. Position papers
                1 5. Other

The completed Science Portfolio will include:
A. A statement of Purpose  which explains to the reader what the student 

was trying to accomplish by creating the portfolio.
        B. A completed Table of Contents .

C. A minimum of 5 Entries  from the student's list of choices which 
demonstrate the student's best efforts in their science course, with 
explanation for choice. Also, a selected number of choices from the 
teacher directed options.

        D. Periodic student Self-evaluation
E. Teacher Assessment [Rubric]

draft 11-3-95 
rev. 1-1 9-96 
rev. 2-2-96
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Teacher Assessment Rubric for Science Portfolio
____ Purpose: [10 points]

        10 pts. Purpose clearly stated in a complete sentence. 
9 pts. Purpose stated in complete sentence. 

       8 pts. Purpose very brief in a complete sentence. 
       7 pts. Purpose stated but not a complete sentence. 
       5 pts. Purpose poorly worded. 

0 pts. Purpose not stated.

____Table of Contents: [70 points]

____ Legibility [10pts]

10 pts. Entries were very neat and legible. 
        9 pts. Entries were mostly neat and legible. 
        8 pts. Entries were somewhat neat and legible. 
       5 pts. Entries were messy and illegible. 
       0 pts. Entries could not be found, or did not exist.

____ Completeness    Items  list [20pts]

20 pts. Items were listed in an organized manner. 
        18 pts. Items were listed adequately. 
        16 pts. Items were slightly unorganized. 
        10 pts. Items were partially listed. 
        0 pts. Items were not listed.

____ Completeness  Reasons for Student's Items [20pts]

        20 pts. Reasons for each item chosen were clear, concise and well 
written. 

        18 pts. Reasons for each item were somewhat well written. 
        16 pts. Reasons for each item were adequate. 
        10 pts. Reasons for each item were partially incomplete. 
        0 pts.   Reasons for each item were not done.

____ Completeness  Reasons for Teacher's Items [20pts]

        20 pts. Reasons for each item chosen were clear, concise and well 
written. 

        18 pts. Reasons for each item were somewhat well written. 
        16 pts. Reasons for each item were adequate. 
        10 pts. Reasons for each item were partially incomplete. 
        0 pts.   Reasons for each item were not done.
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____ Student Self-Evaluation [20pts]

        20 pts. Student evaluated their portfolio in an exemplary manner. 
18 pts. Student evaluated their portfolio in an outstanding manner. 

        16 pts. Student evaluated their portfolio in an adequate manner. 
        10 pts. Student evaluated their portfolio less than satisfactorily. 
        0 pts. Student did not evaluate their portfolio.

Total points:

Trimester 1___/1 00

Trimester 2____/100

Trimester 3___/100

Teacher Comments:
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PORTFOLIO DOCUMENT  REFLECTIVE NARRATIVE

Reflecting on how your knowledge of science has been enhanced over the 
course of this school year, develop a reflective narrative that discusses the items 
listed below:

*  the role of science and you as a student
*  your likes of the course as a whole
*  your reflections on labs completed
*  your learning style in relation to science
*  the importance of science literacy
*  the impact that this science course might have on your career options
*   possible areas of study that go beyond this science course for future goals.

Your narrative could also include feelings of apprehension that you may have 
had before entering the course, as well as a description of how those fears have 
been conquered through your study and mastery of different scientific elements. You 
should use examples from your classroom experience to help explain the various 
parts of your narrative.

The grade for this narrative will mainly center on your ability to discuss your progress 
as a science student in a clear and cohesive manner.

[Length 2-5 pages, double spaced.]

rev. sh 1-19-96
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Portfolio by______________________________________

Purpose:

Table of Contents:  [may use spreadsheet to list portfolio documents and assign a 
Title or Caption Heading to each.] Identify each item of choice from student directed 
options list. Items should reflect a student's best effort. A reason for choosing each 
item should be stated. Teacher directed items should also be included with an 
accompanying explanation.

Guiding Questions: a. What items show my best efforts to learn new concepts?
                        b. What items best reflect my learning style?
                        c. Which assigned work showed my growth and maturity ?
                        d. Which assignments helped me to be a better student and 

team member? 
                        e. Which items were exemplary?
                        f. Which items helped me focus on the issues of time 

management?
                        g. Which items were evidence of my creativity?
                        h. Which items related knowledge gained to real world 

application?

Student Self-Evaluation:  Explain the strengths and future goals of your learning 
style...What works for you and why...What type of assignments help your learning? 
Do the items in your portfolio demonstrate your best work, or show your greatest 
progress?
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